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Preface
HOTEL – How to analyse life quality– is an accompanying measure in the key Action “Im-
proving the socio-economic knowledge base” of the EC Fifth Framework Programme.
The project HOTEL takes a starting point in a heuristic approach that focuses on different
disciplines' practice in connection with the assessment and consideration of Quality of Life
(QoL) and underlying mobility and transport preconditions. The core concept is to find out
how aspects of QoL are taken care of in practice in the field of transport, mobility and city
planning. With "practice" all kinds of activities are meant that set the scene for the living
conditions of citizens. The responsible actors for these activities are politicians and decision
makers, planners, implementers and administrators.

Fig I: Graphical presentation of the project components

State of the art and preparation
literature studies, preparation of questions for the participants of the workshops I and II,

development and operationalisation of working methods for the workshops

Workshop I
with experts from Central
Northern and Eastern Europe
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Workshop II
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Southern Europe with appr. 30
participants

Preparation of Workshop III
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Workshop III
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produced so far in Workshop
III with appr. 60 participants.
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Guidelines for the assessment of life quality that reflect preconditions provided by transport, mobility and city-

planning for universal usage

Dissemination
Among others storing results in a data base for broader use, etc.

Pilot
study
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The Workshop – methodological aspects
Workshops are the central elements of the HOTEL project. The concept of a workshop im-
plies to make various disciplines and professional groups related to the covered subject work
together. Here, in the case of the concept of QoL, the participants are architects, town plan-
ners, engineers, social psychologists, public decision makers, territorial authorities, compa-
nies of transport etc., on all the levels of governance. In general a workshop is a heuristic
approach appropriate for analysing a relatively unstructured universe of activities that are
neither strictly theory-steered nor systematically knowledge- or rule based: Much work is
unreflected routine, intuitive, steered by hidden agendas, following "private" hypotheses,
done in the frame of certain schemes of distribution of power on the working place, etc.. The
internal logic of such a system can be made better transparent with the help of heuristic
methods.

In the context, the goal was thus to enhance the generation of new ideas and the clarifica-
tion of habits and practices not structured consciously, by being confronted with unusual
questions and by making use of working methods or practices that do not belong to every-
day routine. For that reason the workshop was structured in such a way that multiple feed-
back and interaction between participants, but also between the participants and the organ-
isers was possible. Small-group work in combination with plenary sessions seemed suitable
for the achievement of our objectives, as it is an interactive method which is very motivating
for the participants and allows efficient work. Besides, topics can be dealt with in detail.

The Workshop in Ferrara – HOTEL workshop No. 3
This document presents in a synthetic way the setting, the structure and the unfolding of
Workshop III (WS III), within the framework of work package 5 (WP 5) of the HOTEL Proj-
ect. The workshop was organised by SIPSiVi (WP-leader of WP 5) in Ferrara, March 4th – 6th

2004. The organisation and the realisation of workshop III has been different from the pre-
vious ones in many respects:

1) it was based on the experience derived from the previous workshops (in Lund and
Paris)

2) the number of participating experts was doubled

3) the provenience of the experts was from all parts of Europe

4) both kind of experts, practitioners and scientists, are invited and asked to work to-
gether in order to finalise the former workshop results

The particular structure summarised above of WS III in Ferrara is justified by the main ob-
jective of the workshop: to identify the main indicators of QoL taken into consideration in the
conceptual thinking and decision making in the field of traffic, mobility and city planning.
Moreover the strategy of merging the experience of practitioners and scientists was inten-
tionally chosen in order to reduce the distance between theory and practice, between citi-
zens and decision makers in this particular and promising field. The selection of participating
experts was a fundamental step in the process and it has been conducted according the cri-
teria of country, professional function, their type of experience (the areas of traffic, mobility,
city planning and research) and the level of governance (local, regional, national or Euro-
pean level).

The methodology used to optimise the experience of the invited experts was the work in
small-groups, followed by the presentation of the production in a plenary session, by a
speaker chosen among the experts in the small-group. In total we had 6 small-groups, for a
total of 49 experts invited, working on three main tasks provided by the organisers.
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The guidelines of the tasks have been worked out on the basis of the State of the Art Report
and of the Summary Report from Lund and Paris.

Additionally we asked the participants to fill in two questionnaires, one concerning feedback
about the general satisfaction with the organisation of the whole workshop and the used
procedures; and one concerning the principal objectives, principles and indicators of QoL
used in their everyday practice in the field of transport, mobility and city planning.

Results
The workshop III in Ferrara provided two different kinds of results: on the one hand those
deriving from the three main tasks that the experts developed in small groups and presented
in plenary sessions, and on the other hand those deriving from the elaboration of the Quality
of Life Questionnaire that the experts filled out during the three days of the workshop.

Below the results from tasks 1-3 and from the elaboration of the QoL Questionnaire are
briefly summarised.

Results of tasks 1-3

� The way of carrying out assessment

The communication process between experts and the citizens plays a key role. Achieved re-
sults should be published through mass media, events, etc.. This brings one part of the
feedback from the general public, the second part results from the every-day experiences
with change by “users” – the people directly concerned. Different forms of feedback or, in
other words, the satisfaction degree could be assessed by questionnaires, household inter-
views (face to face dialogue), observation in situation, complaint registration and the echo in
the media where of course a limited reliability has to be taken in consideration as well as a
lack of trust in politicians. Nevertheless mass media is one of the most effective means of
communication with the general population.

Positive evaluation from the general public means that the needs of the population were
respected, that there was good communication and the public identified itself with the com-
mon vision. From the evaluation results the actual course of action can be corrected if
needed.

� What can be defined as short and long term objectives?

The experts agreed upon the following aspects: It is important to distinguish between

• short term steps
to solve actual problems immediately (e. g. increased frequency of a bus line).

• medium-range planning
to reach effective goals (e. g. a certain change in modal split in a certain time).

• long term visions, ideals or general directions
which can be defined as the final result one wants to achieve (e. g. sustainable society).

All three kinds of objectives must together form a logical construct. Politicians are usually
concerned about the short-term objectives, because they always keep re-elections at the
back of their minds. The realisation of the short-term objectives could take 4-5 years, but
after one year the first evaluation of achieved changes is needed. They are or should be
connected to the practical action plan. The medium-range objectives can take 5-20 years.
We need them to have an operationalisation of the general vision of targets. Long-term ob-
jectives can change slowly over time as the situation, sociological structure, employment
situation, etc. change. Especially the short-term objectives should be defined very clearly and
realistic. They should be easily measurable in order to evaluate their success.
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Finally, objectives arise from the common vision. It is important to name them and to check
their viability in terms of time, available economic resources and the political will. These
three aspects make the objective realistic.

� How should the general public be addressed?

Among those who are in power (including experts) there is a pervasive tendency to see citi-
zens as those who are passive, defensive and creating problems, e.g. by resisting beneficial
changes. The experts did not discuss the reasons for this situation explicitly. However, from
socio-psychological literature it is a well known fact that passivity is conditioned by the sense
of lack of control, of information, of respect to his/ her views, limited resources (inc. time
and money), etc. This knowledge could be used as the basis for taking measures to increase
activity.

For informing and engaging the general public, the target groups (all the concerned) should
be identified, their participation in the public discussion ensured by an emotional involve-
ment, and they themselves empowered if necessary. This can be achieved by information
campaigns, expert debates in mass media and presentation of proposals at different public
events and places. The public, all the target groups including elderly, children, disabled, mi-
norities, should not only be informed in their different kinds of languages, but their opinion
on the whole subject should be asked for directly. A truly democratic process is one in which
citizens, experts, politicians, administrators and other actors (e.g. representatives of big
companies) have an equal position. The ultimate goal is to change simple communication
into a fruitful and honest dialogue based on mutual respect and driven by the common vision
for the future.

� How can success and failure be measured ?

Many experts suggested an experimental approach with a trial period in order to help to
show success and failures in advance and achieve feedback and public judgement. There
should exist continuous monitoring, evaluation and correction of short-term goals. The
implementers have to carry out a continuous monitoring of the new changing state of things
in connection with the performed quality, the timing, the budget, the intended and also the
unexpected consequences of the activity (like for example unemployment rate, criminality
rate, etc.). They also have to measure quantifiable aspects as indexes related to the sustain-
able environment, number of private cars, number of accidents, etc. To this comes the
evaluation by experts (also in the mass media), in an ideal case also by some independent
institution. One option of evaluation is also through comparison, for example from the his-
torical perspective – the past, the present and the assessed future situation or comparing
development in different cities having similar problems.

Results of the QoL Questionnaire
The findings coming from the elaboration of the QoL questionnaire suggest that there is a
network of concepts and practices available which support the idea of the importance of a
permanent, mutual communication among developers, city planners, politicians and citizens
(in their roles of residents, parents, travellers and drivers).

A comparison across countries confirmed the expectation that to start and maintain produc-
tive communication in the accessing European countries could be a little problematic because
willingness of people to organise themselves spontaneously does not seem to have devel-
oped, yet, according to the experts point of view. Such practices did not survive the era of
socialism and now people have to learn them from the beginning. Social psychologists de-
scribed cases where positive identification with the place of living was destroyed by violent
replacements, rapid urbanisation, etc.
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Our experts are aware that the basic element of productive communication that enhances
QoL is respect for others´ points of view. Whereas, the level of satisfaction with available
facilities and services is given astonishingly little importance.

Summary
The analysis of experts’ discussions during the workshop in Ferrara has revealed that the
concept of quality of life is used in a broad context, especially in relation to sustainable de-
velopment, to the quality of urban space, to its aesthetics, its social value, to individual free-
dom of choice and to safety. Citizens’ participation was found to be an important precondi-
tion and consequence of QoL.

The majority of experts are aware of the interdisciplinary, complex, dynamic and contextual
nature of this concept. It makes its definition and measurement a difficult task. For the pur-
pose of operationalisation and measurement it is convenient to divide it according its differ-
ent aspects (e.g. quality of transport, of dwelling, of leisure facilities, of environment, of
neighbourhood, of community life, etc). However, the measurement of each component of
life quality in a city separately brings a high risk that its holistic and complex character could
be lost.

In each project to be implemented, objectives should be set up with strategies and tactics to
achieve them as well as the methods of result assessment and evaluation. This all should
happen in the frame of a long-term plan. The starting point of the whole planning process is
creating common vision based on an analysis of the present situation in the city. This en-
sures that the planned solutions won’t be in favour of only one segment of the population or
one interest group, but systemic, democratic and supporting a sense of community and mu-
tuality.

Planning consists of the following stages:

1. analysing main problems of a particular city,

2. creating common vision,

3. defining long-term, mid-term and short-term objectives,

4. establishing information flow among experts, politicians and the general public.

This a linear explanation of the planning process used to simplify the subject. However in
reality it is a network of overlapping activities and also not so strictly divided in time se-
quences.  It is also important to actively establish a network of different actors. This is a job
for sociologists, social psychologists and democratic local authorities.

Conclusion
At this stage of the process, after the literature study (State of the Art) and the realisation of
three workshops on the topic of analysing QoL related to mobility, land use and city plan-
ning, we can conclude that the results of workshop I and II are confirmed from the result of
workshop III held in Ferrara.

It is clear that the social practice in the field of the operationalisation of QoL remains quite
particular and heterogeneous; and all the difficulties on trying to measure this kind of topic,
emerged from the work carried out so far, make the HOTEL project even a more engaging
challenge: basically all the experts, from all three workshops, pointed out that there are no
validated standards, nor structured methodologies not even clear definitions to which one
can refer to. This is undoubtedly partly inherent to the studied field and to the concept itself,
because the factors that the concept should take into consideration are numerous (policies,
economic, social…), and it is certainly a difficult task to develop adequate models to formal-
ise them in a holistic way, and comprehensively, at the same time.
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In fact the work carried out so far, the state of the art study, the results of the three work-
shops, along with all the suggestions, doubts, expertise and criticism coming from the ex-
perts will give a fundamental contribution to the planning and development of the tool box
and the field study during the realisation of WP6.
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